
Cabin Digital has over two years of CNC Laser cutting experience. Over those years we have migrated to the 
high quality US made Kern 150W CO²Laser. The Kern provides superior cut quality, reduced waste and an 
ability to cut and engrave metals, plastics, woods, and ceramics.

Our laser services are fast, cost effective, and span the range from prototypes to retail production quantities. 
The laser affords us the possibility of machining things otherwise difficult or impossible. We can precisely cut 
metal shims and minutes later engrave a 3D image on a wood plank.

When Cabin Digital made the $100,000+ investment in our Kern, it was with a reason. Our previous laser 
system was less accurate and often required constant supervision and product rework. As our CNC laser 
cutting and engraving business grew, the challenge became effective and dependable production. The Kern 
has been an amazing upgrade and we now have more precise capabilities. In our first six months, we have 
more than paid for the machine.

The Kern’s ability to cut and engrave ferrous and stainless steels with oxygen assist is another great feature 
and allows our team to increase materials we can process with the laser. This system has proven to be fast, 
accurate, dependable and cost effective.

The Cabin Digital team provides all laser expertise; you need only bring your art or idea and we can help 
realize it with our laser. We have done everything from developing and cutting/engraving logos, producing high 
quantities of tools and parts, and even retail ready products.

Our services are affordable, timely, and great quality. We are able to work with many materials: acrylic, 
aluminum, brass, cardboard, carpet, ceramic, corian, foam, glass granite, G10, HDPE, Kevlar, leather, 
limestone, marble, MDF board, mild steel, mirror, mylar, paper, PETG, phenolic, polyester, PVC, rubber, sentra, 
shimstock, slate, stainless steel, titanium, vinyl, and wood.

Our Kern has a cut and engrave work area of 52” x 50”. Larger products can often be accommodated with 
multiple laser sessions. The large work area often allows multi-part cutting and engraving saving material and 
time. For one customer, we cut .060” perforated stainless steel for filter systems providing a mixture of parts 
that optimizes the use of the stainless. Cabin Digital’s employees have a wide range of artistic capabilities and 
knowledge on drawing programs to help bring your vision to life. Custom work is our niche and we welcome 
any challenge.

We are a small business and we know what it is like to keep customers happy. We ship globally, allow 
customer drop off and pick up, and can even hand deliver in emergency situations. We take pride in our work 
and being able to offer an American made, small business product to you. Contact us today to make your 
vision a reality. Cabin Digital is a great teammate and are always looking for other businesses to support and 
grow.
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